
Proofs: The 2006 January Judge’s Verdict.

Italian law aspects due:  the criminal Court office is entitled to prosecute any criminal offences. When the 
prosecutor was informed about a criminal offence he recorded it into a special crime logbook. After, a 
proceeding was opened and prosecutor investigates about. During this preliminary phase he hadn’t the  
power to stop proceedings; to close it he must do a special request to a special judge called with the 
acronym of GIP (Judge of preliminary investigation). Normally, after a preliminary phase the proceeding 
enters into a successive phase constituted by a true trial. The verdict emitted into a trial is provided by three  
judges. Notwithstanding GIP have the power to close a proceeding during preliminary investigation 
preventing it enters into successive phase. 

Description:
This proof is a one-pages document written by judge of preliminary investigation on January 2006, and 
notified to us on March 2006. 

The Error:
The fatal errors contained into decree was that it was emitted basing information on wrong data. The 

decree declares that no crime had taken on June 2006, therefore it says that the crime, which we reported, 
was without foundation: in practice there were neither loss nor thefts!  

We had the proofs about the crime has just happened, moreover the report, which originated the 
proceeding, was sent on May, and on it was listed crimes committed before May! It was not possible to write 
into a report of May a crime committed about one month later! 
This only means that decree has been created on wrong basis, or manipulated data. 

Another important decree error was that  the report of May listed more than one crime and more than 
one date! Instead the verdict reports only  an unique impossible crime date. 

The verdict errors became clear controlling other proofs we furnished, in particular: the delivery receipts, 
which give evidences of our reports sent between December 2004 and May 2005; 
the prosecutor’s November fax, into which prosecutor wrote that our previous reports were missing, and 
prosecutor’s April fax, which confirm again the disappearing.
In addition, the audio recorded by us into court offices on April 2005 testifies, another time, our reports were 
missing.

 




